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Abstract In this work we elaborate on a novel image-based
system for creating video-realistic eye animations to arbitrary spoken output. These animations are useful to give a
face to multimedia applications such as virtual operators in
dialog systems. Our eye animation system consists of two
parts: eye control unit and rendering engine, which synthesizes eye animations by combining 3D and image-based
models. The designed eye control unit is based on eye movement physiology and the statistical analysis of recorded human subjects. As already analyzed in previous publications,
eye movements vary while listening and talking. We focus
on the latter and are the first to design a new model which
fully automatically couples eye blinks and movements with
phonetic and prosodic information extracted from spoken
language. We extended the already known simple gaze
model by refining mutual gaze to better model human eye
movements. Furthermore, we improved the eye movement
models by considering head tilts, torsion, and eyelid movements. Mainly due to our integrated blink and gaze model
and to the control of eye movements based on spoken language, subjective tests indicate that participants are not able
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to distinguish between real eye motions and our animations,
which has not been achieved before.
Keywords Eye animation · Talking-heads · Sample-based
image synthesis · Computer vision

1 Introduction
Computer-aided modeling of human faces usually requires
a lot of manual control to achieve realistic animations and
to prevent unrealistic or nonhuman-like results. Humans
are very sensitive to any abnormal lineaments, so that facial animation remains a challenging task till today. Facial animation combined with spoken output, also known
as talking-head, can be used as a modern human–machine
interface [1].
Talking-heads give a face to spoken output, which is
either generated by a text-to-speech synthesizer (TTS) or
recorded from a human subject. Dialog systems, as used in
e-commerce and e-care, can integrate facial animations with
synthesized speech generated by a TTS synthesizer in web
sites to improve human–machine communication. Instead of
producing expensive TV and video productions, a talkinghead can be animated by the spoken output of the human
subject. In comparison to video, a voice recording is very
easy to accomplish and inexpensive. Furthermore, talkingheads can be given as add-ons to audio productions. For instance, a talking-head can read audio books, so customers
have the choice between audio only and a talking-head reading the story .
Today animation techniques range from animating 3D
models to image-based rendering [1]. In order to animate
a 3D model consisting of a 3D mesh, which defines the geo-
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Fig. 1 Image-based eye
animation system: Initially
phonetic and prosodic
information are extracted from
the audio. The ECU generates
eye blinks and movements and
sends control parameters to the
render engine

metric shape of the head, the vertices of the 3D mesh are
moved [2, 3]. Image-based rendering processes only 2D images, so that new animations are generated by combining
different facial parts of recorded image sequences. We use
an image-based system since we believe that in the near future this type of system will allow the animation of avatars,
which cannot be distinguished from a real person.
Image-based facial animation, which was introduced
by [4–6], concentrates on synthesizing smooth mouth animations by replacing the mouth area in a background sequence with previously stored samples in a database. Background sequences are recorded video sequences of a human
subject with typical short head movements. However, the
proposed systems have several shortcomings, which are important for achieving video-realistic facial animations. We
define video-realism as the synthesis of facial animations,
which are indistinguishable from real recorded videos and
at the same time correctly model the human-like behavior.
Hence, facial animations need to appropriately model nonverbal communication to spoken output to appear humanlike. However, facial expressions, and head and eye movements are mainly neglected in image-based systems. This
work focuses on replacing the eye area to generate videorealistic eye animations to spoken output, since eyes play an
essential role as a major channel of nonverbal communication.
Eye animation systems (Fig. 1) consist of an eye control unit (ECU) and a rendering engine to synthesize animations. The ECU consists of models controlling gaze patterns, blinks, and the dynamics of human eye movements
and sends generated eye control parameters to the rendering engine. Optionally eye animation systems have a unit

extracting audio features from the spoken output, which are
sent to the ECU.
Eye animations are either controlled by conversational
rules, statistical models, or a combination of both. Conversational rules take the spoken language into account in order
to determine gaze. For instance, when the speaker wants to
give her turn of speaking to the listener, she usually gazes
at the listener at the end of the utterance. Statistical models
are based on measurements of the human eyes. For example, a statistical model may be used to determine the magnitude of a saccade. Saccades are rapid eye movements repositioning the eye gaze to new locations in the visual environment. Rather simple models are designed in [7–13], which
are only capable to model gaze patterns for exactly predefined conversational settings with a limited set of predefined
sentences. Hence, if eye animations need to be automatically
generated to arbitrary spoken output, e.g., as provided by an
audio book, these models are not appropriate. These techniques included neither the dynamics of eye movements nor
eye blinks.
Cosatto [18] implements eye blinks and eye globe motions with probabilistic state machines. Eye movements are
generated by moving the gaze point between the interlocutor and an imaginary desk. The animation is rendered by
combining a 3D eye globe model with image-based rendering of the eye area. However, the proposed method is not
further evaluated, so that we cannot grade the quality of the
modeling. In general, the proposed control models are very
simple and do not take audio features into account. Hence,
his models do not distinguish between listening and talking,
although human gaze patterns strongly vary [19]. Thus, the
animations will not appear video-realistic.
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Lee et al. [15] propose a comprehensive statistical model
to control eye motion developed from their own gaze tracking analysis of real people. The avatar can be in one of
the three cognitive states: listening, talking, or thinking. For
this, a human operator manually segments the original eyetracking video. Each state has its own model and probabilities to perform saccades. Saccades are rapid eye movements
repositioning the eye gaze to new locations in the visual environment. The gaze pattern consists of two states, looking
at and away from the interlocutor. These states and the execution of saccades are modeled by measured probability
distributions. In addition, their model considers head rotations. Thus, if the direction of the head rotation has changed
and its amplitude is larger than a threshold, then a gaze shift
accompanying the head motion is created. Subjective tests
with a cartoon-like avatar show that the proposed statistical model achieves higher scores than a stationary and random eye movement model. We regard their work as a reference method, since, on the one hand, their model takes
many details into account such as modeling the dynamics of
saccades. On the other hand, their approach of designing a
model based on measured statistics guarantees a great flexibility. However, their method has still several shortcomings.
Manually distinguishing between talking and thinking mode
is redundant, since the spoken language already contains this
information. Their designed model does not distinguish between small gaze shifts and short fixations within the facial
area of the interlocutor and looking away. Hence, a large
saccade may be executed with a short duration in the look
away state resulting in flickering eye motions, which look
unnatural. They do not model eye blinks.
In the work of Deng et al. [14], an automated eye animation is present in which new eye motions and blinks are
synthesized by texture synthesis. A database with information of the eye blink signal and eye gaze position is generated by analyzing recorded sequences. The initial eye gaze
and eye blink position are randomly selected. Afterwards a
number of similar samples of the database are determined,
and one is randomly selected, which determines the new
gaze and blink position. In this way an animation path for
eye gaze and eye blinks is generated. Statistical dependencies between gaze and blinks are not explicitly considered.
The animation is evaluated by subjective tests. The animations are synthesized by using the model derived in [15] for
gaze and eye blinks generated by a Poisson distribution or
the proposed model, which was favored. However, their designed eye animation is only generated for listening mode,
while our main focus is on synthesizing realistic eye movements while talking.
Masuko and Hoshino [20] present a method to generate
eye and head movements synchronized with the conversation of virtual actors. Their model is mainly based on works
of [12] and [15]. Moreover, their model induces head rotations due to the distance between the current and subsequent

gaze point. They subjectively evaluate their results by comparing video with only blinks, only eye movement without
head movement and the proposed method, which achieved
the best scores. A comparison with [15] is missing. Since the
control of head rotation is challenging using image-based
rendering, we do not take their extension into account.
The work of Ma and Deng [17] is based on training a
Dynamic Coupled Component Analysis model by recording
the gaze and head movements of six humans for 150 s each.
Eye animations are generated by predicting eye movements
from a head motion sequence as input. They evaluated their
approach by subjective tests. For this, they created animations of the original recorded sequence, the model derived
in [15], and their proposed model. The original was favored
followed by their new approach, which is founded in [16].
In [16] the saccade kinematics consisting of the velocity and
duration are investigated in experiments in which the saccade kinematics of three monkeys are measured. The behavior of eye movements of humans in a conversation, however,
is not considered in their work. In addition, only a dependency between saccade kinematics and head movements are
presented in [16] but not a model describing the coupling.
In their evaluation they generated the video samples of the
reference method [15] only by taking the simple head-gaze
model into account. However, one part of the model of Lee
et al. [15] generates gaze shifts to speech content, which is
not considered in their results. Since a meaningful model of
predicting the saccade kinematics from head movements is
not available yet, we do not consider this relationship in our
work.
In the previous paragraphs it has been shown that a number of issues are either not or only insufficiently addressed.
Instead of manually adding the mode thinking as in [15], we
want to automatically control gaze movements with spoken
language. This approach has the advantage of generating eye
movements to arbitrary spoken output without manual interference. Although, Cranach [21] already showed a correlation between eye movements and blinks in 1969, eye control models proposed in literature neglected this aspect. Our
designed model will integrate possible statistical dependencies. In order to model eye blinks, we will explore whether
eye blinks can be controlled by spoken output as investigated
in a psychological study [22]. Since flickering eye motions
result in unnatural-looking animations, we will refine the
model of generating saccades proposed in [15] based on a
careful analysis of mutual gaze. In order to overall improve
the quality of the eye animation, we will integrate research
results from studies about eye movement physiology carried out in the field of neurophysiology and ophthalmology.
Furthermore, an appropriate image-based rendering engine
needs to be developed.
Our designed ECU has the following innovations with
respect to the state-of-the-art. Firstly, gaze shifts and eye
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blinks are fully controlled by audio features in talking mode,
which allows one to automatically create eye animations
to arbitrary spoken output. Secondly, one integrated model
steers eye blinks and gaze shifts in talking mode. Thirdly,
saccadic eye movements are improved by considering Listing’s law, head tilts, and the coupling between vertical saccades and eye blinks. Fourthly, the state in which the speaker
is looking to the interlocutor is refined by a model taking
short fixations within this state into account. Last but not
least, the eye blink model considers temporal as well as audio features to generate eye blinks.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
introduction to 3D motion of rigid objects. In Sect. 3 the
recording and analysis of eye movements and blinks of human subjects is described. This data is further evaluated in
Sect. 4 in order to investigate statistical dependencies between eye blinks, gaze patterns, and spoken language. Models controlling eye movements and blinks are designed in
Sect. 5, and Sect. 6 explores the designed rendering engine.
The results are presented in Sect. 7.

2 Motion of face and eye model
The pose of rigid objects (Fig. 2a) can be described by a
translation vector T and rotation matrix R with rotation angles (ωx , ωy , ωz ). The rotation matrix R is defined by three
consecutive rotations about the x-, y-, and z-axes:
R = Rz · Ry · Rx .

(1)

The rotation of the eye globe (Fig. 2b), which is modeled
as a half sphere, can either be described by (1) or a quaternion. The latter approach is more intuitive and offers several

Fig. 2 (a) The pose of the face model is defined by its rotation matrix
and translation. (b) Rotation of the eye globe, which is modeled as a
sphere, can be either executed by a rotation matrix (1) or quaternion (2)
with the rotation angle θ around the rotation axis v

advantages over (1) [23]. A quaternion q = (q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 )
can be associated with a rotation by an angle θ ∈ [0, π]
about the rotation axis v using quaternion notation [23]:
 
 
θ
θ
+ sin
v.
(2)
q = cos
2
2

3 Analysis of eye movements and blinks
We distinguish between two gaze states, mutual gaze and
gaze away. We define mutual gaze as the state in which the
direction of the gaze is located within the facial area of the
interlocutor consisting of the mouth and eye area. If the gaze
is not in this defined area, then the system is in gaze away. If
the speaker switches from mutual gaze to gaze away, a gaze
shift is performed. In order to analyze the statistical dependencies between gaze and blink patterns and spoken language, we conduct experiment 1 in Sect. 3.1.
The dynamics of saccadic eye movements cannot be analyzed in the first experiment, since the spatial and temporal
sampling frequency of ordinary cameras is too low. Therefore, in the second setup, which is similar to that in [15], an
eye tracker is used (Sect. 3.2). The significant drawback of
eye trackers is either the necessity of wearing an eye tracking device or the restriction of a stationary head pose. Hence,
we only use eye trackers to determine characteristics which
cannot be analyzed by the first experiment, e.g., the kinematics of saccades.
3.1 Experiment 1
In the first setup, we record in two sessions a conversation of
two persons who are interviewing each other and discussing
current-affairs. In each session, which lasted for 30 minutes,
the same moderator and a different human subject participated. They are sitting in front of a table and facing each
other. The camera is located next to the head of the moderator, and a microphone is positioned on the table. Both human
subjects are informed that not eye but mouth movements and
facial expressions are investigated in this study in order to
avoid potential change of eye movement behavior. In each
session the beginning of the conversation is not recorded in
order to let the human subject get used to the setup. After a
while (5–7 minutes), we believe that the subjects acclimate
and their subconscious controls the eye movements. While
recording took place in a lab environment, subjects seemed
to behave naturally. For the analysis, the recorded video is
manually divided into segments in which the recorded human subject is listening and talking, since the gaze behavior varies [19]. All frames of the “listening segments” are
only labeled with their gaze and blink patterns. All frames
of the “talking segments” are additionally labeled with audio information. The audio information contains phonetic
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and prosodic features. We perform phoneme labeling on
the recorded sequences using the speech recognition software HTK [24]. Given an audio sequence and an associated
text transcript of the speech being uttered, HTK uses forced
Viterbi search to find the optimal phoneme durations for
the given audio sequences. The most important characteristics of prosody are pause, which is already detected by the
phonetic labeling, speech rate (or phoneme duration), and
pitch variations [25]. We use an alignment-based method
as proposed in [26] in order to classify the words of the
spoken output as slow, normal, or fast. There are different
definitions of the term prominence. We use Terken’s definition [27], who defines prominence as “word or syllables
that are perceived as standing out from the environment”,
because glances are used by speakers to emphasize particular words or phrases [19]. Our algorithm based on [28, 29]
automatically detects areas of high pitch variability, which
indicate an emphasis, and labels these as prominence. An
example of a labeled video is presented in Fig. 3.
3.2 Experiment 2
In this setup we use a table-mounted eye tracker [30] which
requires a stationary head pose. The eye tracker is used in a
video conference system in which the communication takes
place over a camera and microphone. This setup is most similar with respect to possible applications of talking-heads,
e.g., in a dialog system. The conversational settings are the
same as in the first experiment. The eye tracker processes the
measured point of regard (POR) on the computer screen in
order to automatically determine saccadic eye movements
and fixations. Under POR we understand the direction of
the gaze where a person is looking. The distance between
the POR before and after a saccade is performed can be
converted into a rotation with a direction and magnitude
characterizing the saccade if the distance between the eyes
and computer screen is known. Furthermore, this eye tracker
gives the opportunity to analyze gaze shifts of humans while
looking at the interlocutor (mutual gaze) in more detail.
Fig. 3 The speech waveform of
a segment, which is labeled with
its corresponding observations,
is depicted (“word boundary or
pause” (WB), “slow speech
rate” (SSR), “word prominence”
(WP), “filling word” (FW),
“other” (OT)). The speaker is
either in mutual gaze or gaze
away (illustrated by the dotted
line). The dashed line illustrates
when the speaker performs eye
blinks

4 Statistical dependencies
In this section important statistical dependencies and distributions of eye blinks and eye movements are investigated.
These results will be incorporated in the designed models
controlling eye blinks and eye movements. Note that extreme values of eye movements and blinks are eliminated
in order to prevent unnatural animations. The distributions
may highly vary between individuals, because each human
has its own nonverbal behavior.
4.1 Gaze and blink patterns
Psychological studies show a significant difference of human gaze patterns while listening and talking [19]. Hence,
for each mode, the relative frequency distributions of remaining in mutual gaze and gaze away as well as the duration between two consecutive eye blinks, which is denoted
as nonblink duration, are calculated. While the sample mean
X̄ of the duration in gaze away increases from 0.63 s in listening to 0.89 s in talking mode, the eye blink distribution
remains very similar. The relative frequency distributions of
duration in mutual gaze and gaze away while listening are illustrated in Fig. 4a, b. Furthermore, the distributions of gaze
away duration while talking and nonblink duration are depicted in Fig. 4c, d.
In order to describe these relative frequency distributions,
it is useful to model them by a well-known probability distribution such as a Poisson or geometric distribution. In order to evaluate the equality of the frequency distribution
with a reference probability distribution, the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (KS test) is used [31], which quantifies a distance between the distribution function of the sample and
the cumulative distribution function of the reference distribution. As null hypothesis H0 , the KS test states that both
cumulative distribution functions are the same. In Table 1
the results of the KS test of the relative frequency distribution of Fig. 4c are exemplarily shown. As this test reveals,
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Fig. 4 Relative frequency and
fitted lognormal distribution of
the duration of (a) mutual gaze
(X̄ = 5.35 s, S = 5.63 s),
(b) gaze away (X̄ = 0.63 s,
S = 0.35 s) while listening,
(c) gaze away duration while
talking (X̄ = 0.89 s, S = 0.52 s),
(d) duration between two
consecutive eye blinks
(X̄ = 5.29 s, S = 4.15 s)

Table 1 Results of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test by fitting different probability distributions to the relative frequency distribution of
Fig. 4c. The corresponding p-values and whether the null hypothesis
H0 is rejected or retained using α = 0.05 as level of significance are
displayed

and largest xK measured durations. Therefore, f (x) is normalized, resulting in fˇ(xk ). For fˇ(xk ), it applies

Distribution

p-value

H0

k=1

Poisson

0.039

rejected

Negative binomial

0.008

rejected

Chi-Square

<10−3

rejected

Lognormal

0.48

retained

We characterize the distributions by X̄ and S (standard
deviation), which is common for data with a lognormal distribution [33].
The analysis of eye tracking data indicates that humans
do not constantly stare at the interlocutor in mutual gaze,
but rather move the POR across the face, which is observed
in both modes. In order to analyze the POR within mutual
gaze in more detail, we define four regions of interest (ROIs)
in the face: left eye, right eye, mouth area, and the rest of the
face. The first three ROIs are defined as an elliptic region
(Fig. 5a). In order to calculate the experimental probability
that the POR is located inside an ROI, the measured fixations are assigned to the corresponding ROI (Fig. 5b) and
modeled by a normalized exponential distribution. The measured probabilities are very similar for both modes.

only the lognormal distribution is retained, which is defined
as
⎧
2
⎨ √
− (ln(x)−μ)
1
2σ 2
·e
, x > 0,
f (x) = xσ 2π
(3)
⎩
0.0,
x ≤ 0,
with parameters μ and σ [32]. For this, the lognormal distribution f (x) is fitted to the relative frequency distribution
by a maximum likelihood estimate. Lognormal distributions
are often used if measurements show a more or less skewed
distribution. Skewed distributions are particularly common
when mean values are low, variances large, and all values
equal or larger than zero [33], as in our case. However, we
evaluate f (x) only at a discrete set of uniformly spaced
points xk . The endpoints of the interval are the smallest x1

K


fˇ(xk ) = 1.

(4)

4.2 Gaze patterns, eye blinks, and spoken language
In this section the statistical dependencies between eye
blinks, eye movements, and spoken language are determined. For this, we calculate the experimental conditional
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Fig. 5 (a) The ROI of the left
and right eyes and of mouth area
are marked by an ellipse. Each
ROI is labeled with its
corresponding probability that
the human subject looks at this
ROI. (b) The relative frequency
distribution of the duration of
fixations within the ROI “mouth
area” is modeled by an
exponential distribution

Table 2 For two recorded human subjects, the experimental conditional probabilities of gaze shifts and observations are presented
(WB: word boundary, SSR: slow speech rate, FW: filling word, WP:
word prominence, OT: other)

Subj. 1

Subj. 2

WB

FW

SSR

WP

OT

p(o|GS)

33.5%

9.0%

33.0%

3.7%

20.8%

p(GS|o)

7.6%

8.7%

4.4%

0.3%

1.3%

p(o|GS)

41.2%

9.4%

14.6%

9.0%

29.6%

p(GS|o)

4.3%

3.3%

6.0%

0.7%

0.8%

probability of executing a gaze shift (GS) or blink given an
observation o.
In Table 2 the experimental conditional probabilities
p(o|GS) and p(GS|o) are depicted for two human subjects,
which significantly vary between both speakers. The probability p(o|GS) illustrates the distribution of observations
while performing a gaze shift. For instance, subject 1 executes 33.5% of her gaze shift during a “word boundary”.
The three observations “word boundary”, “slow speech
rate”, and “filling word”, which may indicate that the
speaker is in thinking mode, have a high probability p(GS|o)
that a gaze shift is performed. During “word prominence”
(WP), the speaker usually looks to the interlocutor, and
therefore p(GS|o = WP)  p(GS|o = WP).
Moreover, we analyze the gaze behavior at the beginning
and end of utterances. At the end of an utterance, the speaker
always glances to the interlocutor as a turn-taking signal,
which is consistent with [34]. Hence, we introduce the observation “end of sentence”. Kendon et al. [34] observed that
at the beginning of an utterance a gaze shift is performed.
We analyzed this in more detail and determined that a gaze
shift is executed if one of the observations “word boundary”,
“slow speech rate”, and “filling word” occurs.
We did not observe a dependency between observations
and gaze away duration. Therefore, we assume that the gaze
away duration is not influenced by its corresponding observation.

Condon and Ogston [22] observed that eye blinks mainly
occur during vocalization at the beginning of words or utterances, the initial vowel of a word, and following the termination of a word. Hence, we label each frame of an utterance with one of the following observations: “vowel”,
“consonant”, and “word boundary”. Since vowels already
account for vocalization, we neglect vocalized consonants.
First, we calculate the experimental conditional probability
p(o|B) that the observation o occurs if a blink B is executed
(Table 3). A large number of blinks are performed at word
boundaries (WB), e.g., p(o = WB|B) = 0.61 of subject 1.
Afterwards we determine the conditional probability p(B|o)
that a blink is performed given o. This conditional probability indicates a high statistical dependency between word
boundary and blinks, while the other two observations have
low conditional probabilities. Since p(B|o = consonant) ≈
p(B|o = vowel), the system does not distinguish between
vowels and consonant, and labels these simply as other (OT).
4.3 Characteristics of saccades
The characteristics of saccades which induce a shift from
mutual gaze to gaze away or vice versa are only briefly analyzed, since in [15] a comprehensive investigation is already
presented. The relative frequency distribution of the direction and magnitude A while talking are illustrated in Fig. 6.
The relative frequency distribution of A is modeled by an
exponential distribution.
4.4 Gaze shifts and head movements
Stahl [36] presents an attempt to describe the relation between head rotation and horizontal saccadic magnitudes in
more detail. He shows this correlation only for horizontal
saccades, whereas we assume that head rotations also accompany saccades in other directions. Within a certain magnitude range, head movements and gaze shifts are independent. If the saccadic magnitude A is larger than a threshold,
e.g., 15◦ , then the head movement accompanies the saccade.
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Table 3 For two recorded
human subjects, the
experimental conditional
probabilities of eye blinks and
observations are presented

Word boundary

Consonant

Vowel

p(o|B)

p(B|o)

p(o|B)

p(B|o)

p(o|B)

p(B|o)

Subj. 1

60.7%

20.1%

16.0%

7.7%

23.3%

6.1%

Subj. 2

52.1%

11.0%

18.5%

2.3%

29.4%

2.4%

Fig. 6 (a) Relative frequency
distribution of saccade
directions. For instance, the
direction 0◦ defines a gaze shift
to the right. (b) Relative
frequency distribution of the
magnitude of large saccades in
talking mode is superimposed
with a fitted exponential
distribution. In general, the
saccadic magnitude is larger
while talking than listening

Since the direction of the head movement is defined by the
background sequence, we appropriately adapt the direction
of the saccade.
Previous studies have related head movement amplitude
θh to gaze shift amplitude [35]. Head movements of the
background sequence are partitioned into segments. For
each segment of the background sequence, the quaternion
qh is determined describing head rotation. The corresponding rotation angle θh from (2) gives the magnitude of the
head rotation. If θh is larger than a threshold, a saccade accompanying the head rotation is generated.
4.5 Gaze shifts and eye blinks
Eye animations concentrate on gaze patterns and usually do
not pay attention to eye blinks. In 1969 Cranach et al. [21]
already investigated a correlation between gaze shifts and
blinks. Namely the larger the gaze shift, the higher the probability of simultaneously executing a blink and gaze shift.
A well-known hypothesis is that eye blinks due to gaze shifts
are executed in order to prevent apparent motion [21].
In this section, we specify the statistical dependency between gaze shifts (GS) and eye blinks (B) in more quantitative terms. Note that eye blinks do not induce gaze shifts.
While for listening, the experimental conditional probability p(B|GS) is only 2.7% of subject 1, whereas it increases
to 12.6% of subject 2. This high variation is due to the different nonverbal behavior of both subjects. While subject 2
regularly executes large head rotations, e.g., while laughing,
subject 1 exhibits less emotion. Since a large head rotation
induces a large gaze shift and large gaze shift induces an eye

blink again, p(B|GS) of subject 2 is much higher than of
subject 1. However, since we do not get any feedback from
the interlocutor in listening mode, the talking-head only performs typical short head movements in the background sequence. Hence, if we only consider eye blinks during small
or normal head movements, p(B|GS) decreases to 2.5%.
Then the events B and GS are statistically independent because of p(B|GS) ≈ p(B).
In talking mode, p(B|GS) significantly increases to
23.2% of subject 1 and even 64.5% of subject 2. This high
probability is due to the higher number of large saccades
performed while talking. As a result, we need to couple saccades and blinks in one control model. For this, we analyze
the dependency in more detail by designing an experiment
in which we measure the experimental conditional probability p(B|A) of executing a blink B, given the saccadic
magnitude A. Note that A already implies a gaze shift. In
the experiment we present single images on which a single
green dot is displayed. We ask the participant to follow the
green dot in the image sequence with the eyes while measuring the POR with an eye tracker. The spatial difference
between consecutive dots is between 5◦ and 22◦ . The experimental results whether a blink is executed while changing
the POR can be described by the following function:
⎧
0.02; 5 ≤ As < 7.5,
⎪
⎪
⎨
0.09; 7.5 ≤ As < 12.5,
p(B|A) =
(5)
0.24; 12.5 ≤ As < 17.5,
⎪
⎪
⎩
s
0.41; 17.5 ≤ A < 22.
In general, p(B|A) increases by an increase of the saccadic magnitude A as proposed in [21]. Since the execution
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of a blink during a large saccade is due to controlled by the
subconscious and speech does not seem to be a dominant
factor, we assume that the statistical relationship between a
saccade and an eye blink in this experiment is the same as in
a two-way conversation.

5 Eye control unit
First, the characteristics of eye globe rotations and models
to generate the different types of eye movements are briefly
explored. The ECU contains models controlling eye blinks
and movements (Fig. 7). This unit also selects the appropriate model for listening and talking mode.
5.1 Eye movement physiology
Donders’ law states that each time the eye looks in a particular direction, it only assumes one 3D orientation [37].
If the eye looks straight forward with the head straight and
fixed, which is denoted as the primary position, torsion is not
induced. All other gaze positions have their own unique torsion component (rotation along the z-axis in Fig. 2b). Listing’s law (LL), which is considered to be one of the most
important principles in eye movement physiology, states exactly what those torsion values are [38]. It states that when
the head is upright and stationary with the eyes fixating a
Fig. 7 Overview of the ECU:
While in listening mode two
independent models control the
eyes, in talking mode one model
is designed. Both modes share
the mutual gaze model and
models of eye movements.
Whereas the eyelid position is
controlled by the eye blink
models and the models of eye
movements, the eye globe is
only steered by the latter. Head
motion and audio features are
input parameters (dashed
arrows)

Fig. 8 (a) Torsional angle |θz |
with respect to θx and θy .
(b) While on the left the eyeball
and lid movements are
independently controlled, the
right shows our proposed
method where the eyelid follows
the eye globe motion

distant object, all rotation axes lie within the same plane,
denoted as Listing’s plane (LP). In our defined eye coordinate system, LP is orthogonal to the z-axis and intersects
the globe center (Fig. 2b). Hence, the rotation axis v must
be located in this plane, which is achieved by setting q3 = 0
of the quaternion representation. If we use rotation matrices (1) instead to describe the rotation of the eye globe, then
with simple algebraic manipulation the torsional component
in (1) can be calculated. The rotation θz (Fig. 8a) is equal to


sin(θx ) sin(θy )
π π
, θx , θy ∈ − ,
. (6)
θz = atan
cos(θx ) + cos(θy )
2 2
Although LL is only fulfilled under the mentioned conditions, violations like binocular convergence only induce
small changes of the orientation of LP. Binocular convergence refers to the angle that results when the viewer turns
both eyes to fixate a target. Eye movements, which neither
start nor end in the primary position, fulfill LL only by a rule
called half-angle [39], which we take into account. Then the
plane of rotation is tilted by half the angle between the momentary and primary position.
While pitch and yaw head motions cause only a small
change in the orientation of LP, head tilts induce ocular
counter roll to keep the image upright. Schworm et al. [40]
acquired data from five subjects using video oculography
devices to measure ocular counter roll induced by head tilts.
The ocular counter rolls induce torsion to the eye globe and
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Fig. 9 FSM: Two states,
mutual gaze (MG) and gaze
away (GA), are used to generate
mg
gaze patterns. The duration tg
ga
and tg are determined by
measured statistics

thus a rotation around the z-axis. We approximated the measured results of [40] by a cubic interpolation
θz = p1 · ωz3 + p2 · ωz2 + p3 · ωz + p4

(7)

with ωz equal to the head tilt and the parameters p1 to
p4 equal to 3.7 · 10−5 , −3.1 · 10−6 , −2.1 · 10−1 , and
−2.3 · 10−1 , respectively. The sign in (7) depends on the direction of head tilt. The torsion component according to (6)
and (7) may add up to 15◦ . Head tilts not only influence saccades but VOR as well.
In our system two types of eye movements are executed:
saccades and vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), which compensates head motion. In order to fixate the retina onto an object during head rotation, the VOR executes eye movements
compensating head motions. For perfect compensation, the
rotation axis of the eye and head need to be parallel. It has
been shown, however, that the axis of eye rotation during
VOR neither meets the needs for perfect 3D gaze stabilization nor LL. It is a compromise of both constraints. Since the
variations are negligible small, we assume a perfect compensation. Furthermore, the latency of VOR is less than 14 ms
and therefore negligibly small in our system.
The generation of saccades is based on the work of [15].
We improve their model by including Listing’s law and head
tilts, which have been previously described, as well as eyelid movements. Direction and magnitude are generated by
modeling the distributions in Fig. 6. Typically, the duration
of the saccade is proportional to its magnitude, and the velocity is given by a measured velocity function. Vertical saccades and eyelid movements are coupled. For this, we define
multiple saccadic magnitude thresholds in vertical direction
(up and down). If the saccadic magnitude is larger than an
empirically selected threshold, then the appropriate eyelid
is selected from the database. Figure 8b shows two frames
extracted from a synthesized video with and without considering this aspect.
5.2 Listening mode
In listening mode the animation system is waiting for input
from the user, e.g., a mouse click. Hence, we only synthesize
neutral head movements and small variations of the facial
expression. Under this condition, we can design two independent control models, one for eye blinks and one for eye
movements (Sect. 4.5).
A finite state machine (FSM) synthesizing new gaze patterns with two states is depicted as a statechart in Fig. 9.

mg

ga

Initially, the duration tg or tg of remaining in the current
state is determined by modeling the normalized lognormal
distributions fˇln . While the model remains in the same state,
mg
ga
mg
ga
tg or tg decrease. If tg or tg is eventually equal to zero,
a saccade is performed to switch the state. Note that the dependency between head motion and saccades is taken into
account, too.
If the FSM is in mutual gaze, the eyes still perform small
gaze shifts from one ROI to another. This observation is
modeled by refining the state mutual gaze with a second
FSM with four states each representing one ROI. All measured fixations are assigned to the corresponding ROI. The
duration of remaining in one state is determined by modeling the exponential distribution (Fig. 5b). During this time
the POR is fixed to the current ROI. Afterwards the state
has to be changed. The transitions probabilities from each
state model the experimental probability of being in one ROI
(Fig. 5a). Note that the current state is immediately left if the
duration of remaining in mutual gaze ends.
An FSM with two states, “no blink” and “blink”, has
the same structure as depicted in Fig. 9 and generates eye
blink patterns. In the default state “no blink” the eyes are
opened. The system remains in this mode for a certain duration, which is determined by modeling the normalized lognormal distribution in Fig. 4d. If the default state is left, an
eye blink is executed, and the model returns to the default
state.
5.3 Talking mode
In talking mode, two independent models controlling gaze
shifts and blinks cannot be designed, since eye movements
and blinks are coupled (Sect. 4.5). Hence, we propose an algorithm that iteratively determines an animation path, which
contains information for eye movements and blinks for each
frame of the animation (Fig. 10).
Firstly, each frame of the animation path is labeled with
its corresponding observation o, which is extracted from the
spoken output.
Secondly, for the entire animation, the gaze patterns mutual gaze and gaze away are determined and stored in the animation path. For this, to each frame a random number from
a uniform probability distribution between zero and one is
assigned. Now each frame has an observation o and random
number. The animation system starts in the default state mutual gaze. A gaze shift (GS) is executed if the random number is smaller than p(GS|o). Then the state is switched from
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Fig. 10 An example illustrates
the generation of an animation
path in five steps (“word
boundary or pause” (WB),
“slow speech rate” (SSR),
“word prominence” (WP),
“filling word” (FW),
“other” (OT), “end of
sentence” (E))

Fig. 11 Statechart: FSM with
three states NB0 , NB, and B
models eye blinks. The
transition probability pt NB ,o
b
from the state NB to B depends
NB
on the duration tb and current
observation o

mutual gaze to gaze away. Since the duration of remaining
in gaze away is independent of the observation, the duration is determined by modeling the lognormal distribution
in Fig. 4c. A second consecutive gaze shift is executed with
a probability of 34%. After these one or two gaze shifts,
the model returns to mutual gaze. At the end of the utterance, the talking-head is looking to the interlocutor (mutual
gaze). Note that gaze shifts due to head motion are added
(Sect. 4.4). While the system remains is mutual gaze, the
POR is varied by an FSM as explained in Listening Mode.
Thirdly, saccades are generated. Preliminary studies indicate that there are no statistical dependencies between the
saccadic magnitude of previously executed saccades, gaze
away duration, and the current saccade. If necessary, the
head motion in the background sequence is taken into account (Sect. 4.4).
Fourthly, eye blinks which are simultaneously executed
with a gaze shift are added to the animation path. Since the
magnitude A of large saccades and p(B|A) are known, the
probability of executing a blink B can be calculated.
Finally, additional eye blinks are added to the animation
path. While the model synthesizing new gaze patterns uses
the conditional probability p(GS|o), eye blinks cannot be
generated by only taking the observation o into account. The
temporal dependency of blinks must be considered, since
eye blinks fulfill the biological purpose to regularly wet the

cornea and remove irritants from the surface of the cornea
and therefore humans do regularly blink.
Hence, we determine the conditional probability
p(B|tbNB , o) of performing a blink B given observation o
and time tbNB passed since the last blink. With simple algebraic manipulation we can easily derive
p B|tbNB , o =

p(o|B, tbNB ) · p(B|tbNB )
p(o|tbNB )

.

(8)

Neglecting statistical dependencies between o and tbNB ,
we can rewrite (8) as
p B|tbNB , o =

p(o|B) · p(B|tbNB )
.
p(o)

(9)

The conditional probability p(o|B) is already measured
(Table 3), p(B|tbNB ) is modeled by the lognormal distribution (Fig. 4d), and p(o) can easily be measured from the
recorded corpus.
In order to generate eye blinks, we design an FSM with
three states NB0 , NB, and B (Fig. 11). While in NB0 and
NB the eyes are open, in B an eye blink is executed. Initially and after the execution of an eye blink, the machine
starts in the default state NB0 , which sets tbNB to one. After the initialization the state is changed from NB0 to NB.
Each time the current observation o is determined, a random
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number r p generated and the duration tbNB increased. The
machine switches to another state if r p is smaller than the
transition probability pt NB ,o . Since we do know the probab
bility p(Bt NB ,o ) of switching to state B given the observation
b

o and duration tbNB , we can relate the states NB and B with
the transition probability pt NB ,o as
b

p(Bt NB ,o ) = pt NB ,o · p(NBt NB −1 ),
b

b

b

tbNB > 1,

(10)

with
tbNB −1

p(NBt NB −1 ) = 1 −



b

p(Bl ).

on the eye globe by taking the eye pose and virtual spot light
positions into account. The eye globes are combined with
the eye socket image, which is retrieved from the database
according to the eye control parameters. Different durations
of eye blinks are generated by repeating or removing images
from the recorded blink in the database. The rendered image is denoted as an eye sample. Secondly, image rendering
overlays the eye sample over a background video sequence
by warping the sample into the correct pose. In order to conceal illumination differences between an image of the background video and the eye sample, the samples are blended
in the background sequence using alpha-blending.

(11)

l=1

Since the probability p(Bt NB ,o ) is obviously equal to the
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b

conditional probability p(B|tbNB , o), (9) and (10) can be
combined resulting in
pt NB ,o =
b

p(o|B) · p(B|tbNB )
,
p(o) · p(NBt NB −1 )

(12)

b

giving the transition probability of the FSM of performing
a blink given tbNB and o (Fig. 11). Initially, in state B the
duration tbB of the eye blink is determined. After the blink,
the FSM switches to the default state NB0 .

6 Rendering engine
Since modeling human eyes is a difficult task, a sophisticated rendering engine needs to be designed (Fig. 1). The iris
contains specular reflections that need to be correctly modeled to achieve life-like looking eyes. In the image-based
approach, however, the position of the specular reflections
depends on the head’s position in the recorded sequence.
Hence, eye images cannot be normalized and rendered in
a different position. Therefore, a rendering engine is developed which combines a 3D model and image-based rendering [18].
In order to animate a talking-head, the following data has
to be initially prepared: The eye globe is modeled by a half
sphere with eye texture, which consists of a high-resolution
image of the human eye without specular reflections. Moreover, textures with specular lights need to be generated. The
eye socket and eyelid is modeled by a number of images
stored in a database in which the person executes a blink.
The surface of the eye area including the eye socket is approximated by a 3D eye model, which is acquired by a 3D
laser scan.
The eye animation is rendered in two steps: Firstly, the
eye globes, which are synthesized by texturing half spheres,
are rotated according to the eye control parameters. Afterwards specular lights are added at the appropriate positions

The quality of the synthesized animations of our models is
evaluated by a subjective test. This test evaluates by measuring a participants’ ability to tell the animated from the
real video. Next, the setup of the subjective test is briefly
explained.
Altogether 25 people whose age ranged from 17 to
59 years participated and who reported to have normal hearing and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The number
of professional participants was restricted to 20% in order
to ensure better correlation of results with potential users.
Participants are considered professionals if they have experience and knowledge in information technology or video
processing. Participants with reluctant attitude towards technology were left out of the test in order to ensure to have
participants interested in our type of research.
The general viewing conditions are set as recommended
in [41, 42]. The videos with a resolution of 480 × 384 pel
are MPEG-1 encoded with best image quality and displayed
with the Windows Media Player. Videos of eye animations
with our proposed system can be found on our web site.1
Two types of test material are presented to participants:
an English female and a German male speaker. Altogether
8 different utterances with duration between 2 s and 22 s
are prepared. These clips are not used for previously training the models of the eye control unit. In the video clips, the
speaker, on the one hand, utters typical sentences used by a
virtual operator in a dialog system, and, on the other hand,
the speaker describes his new apartment. Eye animations are
generated by using the spoken output, and the speaker’s head
movements as input parameters to the eye animation system
(Fig. 7). Only eye movements and blinks are varied, because
we are only focusing on this part. We only test the talking
mode on which we focus. Each test session begins with an
introduction of the purpose and goals of the experiment, and
instructions are given to the participants.
1 http://www.tnt.uni-hannover.de/project/facialanimation/demo/index.
html.
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Pairs of real and synthetic image-sequences of the same
utterance are presented as stimuli, one immediately after
the other in randomized order. We compare the reference
method of [15] (Type II), which is extended by the eye
blink model for Listening mode for generating blinks and by
our proposed method (Type III) with respect to the original
video (Type I). The participants’ task is to tell the order of
the presented real and animated videos. If a participant cannot tell them apart, he has to guess. Hence, if a participant is
never able to distinguish between real and animated video,
then the percentage of correct answers is close to chance
level (50%).
The average score of correctly identifying the order of the
real and animated videos is presented in Table 4. Participants
correctly identified the order of sequences of Type I and II
with 78%. The average score of correctly identifying the order of real and our proposed method is only 54%, which
is close to chance level. Hence, while participants were often able to discriminate between the original and reference
method, they were usually not able to distinguish between
the original and our proposed model.
For both pairs, we propose a hypothesis about the relation
between real and synthetic sequences. Our null hypothesis
states that the correctly identified orders are chance level,
hence H0 : μ = 0.5. The alternative hypothesis is that it is
not chance level H1 : μ = 0.5. Following we set the criterion
of significance to 0.05, which equals a 95% confidence interval. Calculating the binomial distribution and computing the
p value (p < 10−6 ) between Type I and II indicates that p is
located within the area of rejection. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected. The computed p value (p ≈ 0.32) of the
binomial distribution of Type I and III is not located within
the area of rejection (Table 4). Thus, the null hypothesis is
retained.
In Table 5 the correct answers and the duration of each
video clip are presented. The number of correct answers of
a clip does not increase by an increase of its duration. The

variation of the correct answers is due to the small number
of sample size. Figure 12 shows the binomial distribution of
the subjective tests of Type I and III of the 25 participants.
The probabilities of all samples are located inside the area
of retaining H0 .
The subjective test was followed by an open interview
on the participants’ evaluation criteria during the test. In the
following the differences in quality are analyzed in more detail.
Our designed model of generating saccades is based on
the work of the reference method but improved by taking
Listing’s Law, head tilts, and eyelid movements into account. In comparison to our model, participants reported that
some saccadic eye movements did look artificial in the reference method. Hence, our suggested extensions improve the
saccadic eye movements.
The coupling between large saccades and eye blinks as
integrated in our model does also improve the animation.
Some participants reported that it appears unnatural to perform a large saccade without simultaneously executing a
blink as done in the reference method.
Some participants disliked the observed jerky eye movements in the reference method. These movements occur if
a large saccade with a short duration in gaze away is performed. We prevent these movements by refining the mutual gaze state. Thereby, we distinguish between small saccades performed in mutual gaze and saccades to shift the
gaze from mutual gaze to gaze away and vice versa. These
saccades have very different characteristics. For instance,

Table 4 Responses to pair presentations (sample mean X̄, standard deviation S, and p-value). Type I: original, Type II: reference
method [15], Type III: proposed method

Correct answers

Type I versus Type II

Type I versus Type III

X̄

S

p

X̄

S

p

0.78

0.14

< 10−6

0.54

0.19

≈ 0.32

Table 5 Responses to each pair
presentation. Type I: original,
Type III: proposed method

Fig. 12 The binomial distribution of the subjective test with 25 participants of Type I and III. The 8 video samples are marked as black dots
on the distribution and are located within the area of retaining H0

Type I versus Type III
Sequence

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Duration [s]

7

19

18

7

7

7

22

21

Correct answers

0.62

0.42

0.52

0.62

0.64

0.68

0.44

0.54
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eye movements in mutual gaze have a shorter fixation duration than in gaze away. Participants, however, did not observe that the talking-head is varying his POR within mutual
gaze. Hence, this aspect does not seem to improve the quality. On the other hand, if the image resolution is increased,
this aspect may be realized.
In general, the timing of executing eye blinks and gaze
shifts was preferred in our animations than in the reference
method. For instance, some participants expressed that it
seems inappropriate to perform a shift from mutual gaze to
gaze away while simultaneously emphasizing a word.
The eye blink model was not mentioned by participants
during the interview. Therefore, we showed 15 participants
the same video sequences as before but with different eye
blink patterns. One time these patterns are generated by a
simple model (listening mode) and one time by our designed
model in talking mode. After presenting both videos, participants were asked to select the preferred eye animation.
13 out of 15 participants (87%) selected the model used
in talking mode. Hence, we conclude that the designed eye
blink model in talking mode contributes to the overall animation quality, too.
In general, participants did not criticize the video samples
created by our model during the interview.

8 Conclusions
In this work we developed a novel image-based eye animation system consisting of a ECU and a rendering engine.
The designed ECU, which consists of different models, is
based on eye movement physiology and the statistical analysis of recorded human subjects in a two-way conversation.
The rendering engine synthesizes the eye animation with the
provided control parameters from the eye control unit. The
key idea of the designed rendering engine is the combination of 3D eye globes with the eye socket and eyelids, which
are image-based modeled. In this way, the position of the
pupil can be fully controlled, and specular reflections can be
added to the iris in the rendering process.
We distinguish between listening and talking modes as
already suggested in the literature. In listening mode two independent models control eye blink and gaze models, since
gaze and blink patterns are statistically independent as presented in our work. We focused on talking mode and designed one integrated eye blink and gaze model, because we
showed that eye blinks and gaze movements are coupled in
talking mode.
Our analysis revealed statistical dependencies between
eye blinks and gaze movements with spoken language.
While eye blinks mainly occur at word boundaries, gaze
shifts occur in thinking mode, e.g., indicated by filling word.
On the other hand, if words are emphasized, the speaker usually looks to the interlocutor. This approach allows one to

automatically generate appropriate eye animations to arbitrary spoken language.
While being in mutual gaze, humans vary the POR across
the face. This observation is included in our work by extending the traditional simple model of mutual gaze and gaze
away. In mutual gaze a second model generates small gaze
shifts within mutual gaze. Our observation is also important,
since the fixations after the execution of a gaze shift varies.
After performing a gaze shift from mutual gaze to gaze away
or vice versa, the eyes remain for a longer duration in the
new position. If small gaze shifts within mutual gaze are executed, the eyes only remain for a short fixation in the new
position. The distinction between these two types of gaze
shifts allows one to better model human eye movements.
That is because jerky eye movements may occur if large saccades with a short duration in mutual gaze are executed.
In our animation system two types of eye movements,
saccades and VOR, are executed. Saccades are executed to
perform a gaze shift, e.g., from mutual gaze to gaze away.
VOR is performed in order to compensate head motion. We
improve these eye movements by integrating Listing’s law,
head tilts, and eyelid movements in our model.
We conducted a subjective test using the original Ref. [15]
and our proposed method. As null hypothesis, we stated that
participants cannot distinguish between original and animated samples. Whereas this hypothesis was rejected for
the reference method, which shows that most participants
were able to distinguish between the reference and the original, it was retained for our proposed method. The main
improvements are the integrated eye blink and gaze models
in talking mode, which is fully controlled by audio features.
Furthermore, we extended the mutual gaze state and improved the models of eye movements. Since the correctly
identified video samples are close to chance level, the null
hypothesis is retained, and participants did not criticize our
video samples in the following interview, we conclude that
the new eye animation system creates video-realistic eye
animations for a talking-head, which has not been achieved
before.
The ECU is not limited to image-based systems but may
be also used in 3D facial animations. The computational effort of the models of the ECU are negligible, since the models are implemented as FSMs. The rendering engine is capable to render 25 frames per second, so that real-time animations as required in dialog systems can be generated. In
the future our proposed system needs to be merged with a
mouth animation, so that the system can be commercially
used.
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